JOB SITE 8

GLASS LIFTER SERIES GL-850DC

IDEAL FOR VERTICAL AND OVERHEAD GLAZING

Reaches 28 ft
Strong steel pulleys
for durabilty

Standard forks supplied

Easy to access DC
battery protected by
steel casing
Front legs
extend for
added support

UNIVERSAL CRANE ARM

UNIVERSAL CRADLE

Easy access to counter
weight bay

GLASS HOLDER ATTACHMENT

Quick folding base
for vertical or
horizontal transport

THE GL-850DC IS THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR MANY PROJECTS
The GL Lifter is a compact and versatile material lifter for construction
sites and workshops, but is also ideal for vertical and overhead glazing
with optional accessories, and it operates via remote control.

DESCRIPTION

The standard DC series units include a battery and charger, and the AC
series operates from an AC motor. The quick folding base makes for easy
set up for a single operator.
The GL Lifter includes many safety features such as adjustable legs which
ensure the unit can be safely set up and leveled, an Anti-fall system on
the mast and Auto-Safety kill switch which only is triggered by an operator that attempts to raise the unit beyond its maximum operating height.

JOB SITE 8
Job Site 8 is a North American distributor serving both the United States and Canada. The number
8 is widely regarded as a lucky number around the globe. If you look at the number, you’ll realize
it’s lines never break, therefore representing infinity. Much like the lucky number 8, we wish to
represent infinity; continue to serve our customers across the United States and Canada.

LIFTING HEIGHT

GL-850
28 ft (8.5 m)

MAX LOAD CAPACITY

660 lbs (300 kg)

WEIGHT

590 lbs (268 kg)

BASIC HEIGHT

7 ft (2.15 m)

Specifications subject to change without notice

Equipment for the elements
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